Instructions

Introduction

for candles

Stockmar wax foils are very suitable for decorating candles and
other objects of daily use, eg. cans, glasses with wax foils, bottles,
mirror and picture frames etc. There is no difficulty sticking them to
almost all materials.
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Materials and tools

wax foils in different colours, knife or needle for cutting, a ruler,
hairspray or clear varnish to preserve decorated objects.
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1

Cut the candle
decoration from the
stencil provided
(see „introduction /2“)

How to produce stencils
1x dark red
4x yellow
4x blue
4x green
2x light red
4x violet

Cut the shapes you need from the stencil provided and press
them on the wax foil. Cut them out with a knife or a needle.
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How to make spots

Form small wax pellets and press them flat.
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Stencils

How to preserve decorated objects

Spray the decorated objects (but not candels!) with hairspray or
clear varnish. This way they can be preserved and get a nice
sheen.

The Flower

Press the flower in the middle of the candle; stick
a bright red point in the middle and carve a starshape into it with a knife. Put a small yellow point
on the top.
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Other Decorations

Fix the other shapes as shown in the sketch on
the candle.

Creative Sets
Wax Foils

Wax foils
Pink
Ball
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Stockmar

Stencils

You need no stencils. Use the
ruler and cut violet and yellow
strips , about 2 mm in width. For
the spots you need:
8 blue, 8 violet, 8 yellow and 4
orange coloured pellets in
different sizes (see introduction „how to produce spots“).
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wax

foils

are produced from a malleable
mixture of wax. They have
been dyed with non-fade pigments and are less than 1 mm
thick. They are notable by their
wide range of 18 light colours.
Stockmar wax foils are quality
controlled and labeled by different stamps of quality.

BRD

EG (EN 71) For U.S. use only.
Conforms
to ASTM
D-4236

Decorating

Cover the ball with pink wax foil
(see general tips 1). Put the violet strips across the ball. Stick
on the spots as shown.

Fix the yellow strips at the mid
point, place them starlike to the
violet line and cut them.
Spray with hairspray or protect them with clear varnish.
Printed on chlorine-free paper
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simple
fast
ful
beauti

Each packet includes:
instructions
stencils for all objects
and more
12 lovely wax foils for
many designs

Instructions
for small box made from
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Lovely decorations
made from

Continuation:

wax foils

wood (eg. cheese box)
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Stencils

From the stencils enclosed
cut a design (see „introduction 2“)
4 red triangles
4 yellow triangles
4 blue triangles
4 orange triangles

Put the left over
pieces with the
straight edge next to
each other, smooth
out the joint with your
finger; turn the top
over and cut the
edges clearly (see
sketch).
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Decorating the edge
of the box

Stick alternately 5 blue and 5
orange coloured triangles
close together. Put coloured
spots between each triangle.

red blue yellow orange red blue yellow
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Cover the top with
wax foil

Divide a light red wax foil strip
into half and press the two
strips close together on the
top. Smooth the joint with
your fingers. Turn over the
top and cut the edges clearly
(see sketch). See
continuation.
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The edge of the top:

Use a ruler and cut an orange
strip to fit the width of the top,
press it on and smooth out
the joint with your fingers (see
sketch).
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Decorating the top

According to the pattern
above, place four dark red
and four yellow triangles on
the top and press them on the
top.
Form 5 blue and 4 orange
pellets to make spots, press
flat according to the sketch
shown.

Spray decorated box with hairspray or protect with clear varnish.
Tip:
As the boxes may vary in diameter, it is possible that the last triangle does not fit exactly. If the
triangle is too large, cut a small
strip off with a knife. If the triangle is too small, allow more
space between the triangles by
pressing carefully apart with
warm fingers.

Instructions

Yellow
Ball

for Balls
general tips
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How to cover balls
with wax foils

Put wax foil round the ball, cut
off the jagged strip, press the
edges of the joint. Cut the side
edges several times with a
knife so that the foil fits better
round the curve (see sketch 1);
press the side edges.

sketch 1

Continuation
From the left over strips cut
squares, put them on the
places that are not yet covered,
cut off the jagged edges, press
the sides (see sketch 2).
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Stencils

Cut the decorations for the
yellow ball from the stencil
enclosed.
2 birds or 2 rabbits
2 tulip blooms and
4 leaves

sketch 2
Tip:
Warm the ball in your hands.
Then smooth out the uneven
patches with your finger.
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Fix the
thread

Stick the thread
onto the ball with
wax foil or tie
thread round a
pin and put
the pin into
the ball.
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How to decorate

Cover the ball with yellow
wax foil (see general tips 1).
Stick alternately figures such
as the flower, spots, bird (rabbit), etc, on the ball.
Cut small strips for the stalk
(about 1,5 cm), stick on the
leaves and the spots.
Spray with hairspray or protect them with clear varnish.

Pink Ball
(see next page)

Coloured
Ball
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Stencils

Cut the decorations for the
coloured ball from the stencil
enclosed. You need:
3 dark red, 3 yellow,
3 blue and 3 light red triangles, 6 yellow and 6 green
leaves, 8 violet strips, about
2 mm in width.
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Decorating

Mark the center of the ball
with the help of a thread.
According to the sketch, stick
the coloured triangles along
the centreline. Stick the
strips, green and yellow
leaves in the position shown
in the diagramm.
Spray with hairspray or protect them with clear varnish.

